Recovery of human motoneurons during rotation.
During prolonged contractions, few studies have reported rotation among low threshold motoneurons. The question arises whether a motoneuron stops firing due to an increase in firing threshold or whether it is due to regional switching of activity among muscle fascicles. We postulated that if the rest period resulted from an increase in firing threshold, a progressive recovery in the excitability of the motoneuron would be observed during the rest period. The excitability of soleus or tibialis anterior motoneurons was tested during the rest periods. The results showed that a previously tonic motoneuron that had dropped off during rotation, rarely responded to Ia or TMS inputs in the initial parts of the rest period; however, its response probability increased significantly in the second half. Based on these data, we suggest that the observed rotation is due to changes in firing thresholds of motoneurons during prolonged firing.